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2 Purpose
This document has been created to assist users of the Project Portfolio Management
tool with project approvals.
The document is divided into several sections:
 Section 3 explains the typical workflow approval process for projects
 Section 4 explains how the approval process works for projects that have
significant changes in scope, budget or schedule - the Project Management
Institute’s (PMI) triple constraints
 Section 5 explains the non standard project workflow processes
 Section 6 includes other important Project Approval process considerations
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3 Project Approvals
The overall project approval process is described in the “Project Approval Workflow”.
Projects over $500K are approved for one workflow phase at a time, and are required to
return for State Chief Information Office (SCIO) approval before the end of each phase.
Projects under $500K are initially approved at the agency and statewide levels (not
SCIO) and are then “registered” for the remainder of the project “Project Approval
Workflow for Registered Projects”. The PPM Workflow Gate Checklist, the Frequent
Users Guide and the PPM Gate Checklist for Registered Projects are available on the
EPMO website to provide detailed instruction for moving through the project approval
process.
The following sections explain how to create a new project in the PPM tool and move it
from one phase to the next.

3.1 Adding a New Project to the PPM Tool
The first step for a new project is to add the project to the PPM tool. This is
accomplished by logging into the tool and clicking on the “Add” button at the bottom of
the “Portfolio Selector” (or “Builder”) screen. From there, you enter:
1. “Organizational Hierarchy” (choose your agency),
2. “Select entity” (choose “Project”)
and then click on “Add Entity”.

You will then go into the “Project Info” tab for your project. It is important to note that
the next step must be completed within the timeout value in the tool (set to 60
minutes) or you will lose the information you entered.
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At this point you must, at a minimum, add the attributes with a green asterisk “*” next to
them, then click on the “Add” button at the bottom of the screen. Don’t forget to
include yourself as a “contributor” or you will be unable to edit the project in the
future.
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If all the required information is entered, your project will be added and will be available
from the “Portfolio Selector” screen for future changes (in order to see the project in the
“Portfolio Selector” screen, you will need to log out of the tool and back in).

3.2 Project Workflow Approval
3.2.1 Sign Off Process for each stage of a project
When a user (contributor or approver) is ready to “signoff” on the current stage of a
project, so that it may advance to the next stage, he/she will start from the “Project Info”
tab (in either “edit” or “view” mode), click on the “Workflow” hyperlink to go to the
workflow page, then select the “signoff” button at the bottom of that page.
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This will bring up a “signoff” page, allowing him/her to choose to “approve” or “reject” the
project by selecting the appropriate option and pressing the “update” button in that
window.

Approvers may alternatively use the hyperlink in the approval email they receive, which
will take them directly to the workflow page. If there is more than one user who needs
to sign off, each user has to sign off before the project is moved forward to the next
phase.
Occasionally, cost forecast numbers may become corrupted in the PPM tool. The
variance reflected on the Cost Tracking Tab may be difficult to interpret and may not
reflect the true status of the project. When this happens, the EPMO Director will
communicate to statewide reviewers via a comment on the gate approval workflow
when she approves/rejects a project. In addition, the PMA should e-mail state reviewers
(particularly OSBM) to explain the situation for each project that falls into this category.
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3.2.2 Overview of the Approval Process for Each Phase of a Project
3.2.2.1 For Projects over $500K (total investment cost):

PM or
Contributor

Info
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Yes

Sign
Off

Agency
Approver

No

Yes
Approved

Yes

Statewide
Approver

Approved

No

SCIO

Approved

Yes
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No

No

This basic flow is repeated to move the project from “Initiation” to “Planning and
Design”; “Planning and Design” to “Execution and Build; and, “Execution and Build” to
“Implementation”. Moving from “Implementation” to “Closeout” does not require state
level approval and the contributor sign off in “Closeout” moves it directly to the
“Closeout Review” stage, where the EPMO QA signs off to move it to “Complete”.
3.2.2.2 For Projects under $500K (total investment cost):

PM or
Contributor

Info
Complete

Yes

Sign
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Agency
Approver

No

Yes
Approved

No
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Approver

Yes
Approved
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No

Once “Registered”, the project stays in that phase until completed, when it is signed off
by the contributor(s) and moved to the “Project Closeout”, then “Closeout Review”
stage, where the EPMO QA signs off to move it to “Complete”.

3.2.3 Details of Approval Process
3.2.3.1 Project Manager/Contributor
At each workflow phase of a project, certain information items (artifacts) are required
before the project is moved forward for approval. The artifacts required for each
phase are listed at the bottom of the Project Approval Workflow document for that
phase, and they are described in more detail in the “PPM Tool Definitions”
document. Also listed is the “agency document checklist” that contains items that
the agency may use based on best practices and the size or complexity of the
project.
Project managers/contributors complete the required information and sign off on that
phase of the project when they are ready to move the project forward to the next
phase (see Sign Off Process for details). If there is more than one contributor, all
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contributors who were included on the project when it entered this stage have to sign
off before the project is moved forward to the next phase.
The tool verifies that certain information has been filled in before allowing the project
to move to the agency level approval stage (Note: This verification does not include
all of the information required in the workflow document and it does not validate that
values used in the field are reasonable). If this information is not completed, the tool
will list those fields in red on the “Workflow” window. Where contributors are only
responsible for a subset of the required information, they can sign off before all the
information is complete. However, if the last contributor signs off without completing
the remaining tool-verifiable information, the project will not move forward in the
process (for agency-level approval) until a contributor goes back and enters that
information, leaving the project hanging in the current stage.

3.2.3.2 Agency Approvers and Reviewers
Agency approvers (typically the agency CIO and CFO) and reviewers are
automatically notified via email when the project moves to the agency approval
stage. They review the project, and all of the agency approvers have to formally
“approve” the project in order for it to move to the state approval stage (see Sign Off
Process for details). Approvers have the opportunity to add comments when they
approve/reject it (in the comment box that appears when the approvers sign off on
the project). After all of the approvers have responded to the submission, if any of
the approvers “reject” the project, it moves back to the previous stage and the
project manager/contributor receives notification of the rejection. The project
manager/contributor has to modify the project in order to resubmit it for agency
approval.
If approved at the agency level by all approvers, the project automatically moves to
the state level approval stage. At any point in time a user can review the “workflow
audit trail” to determine who approved a project and when it was approved and
moved to the next step. The audit trail can be found by clicking on the “Workflow”
hyperlink on the “Project Info” tab, and then clicking on the “Audit Trail” hyperlink on
that screen.
3.2.3.3 Statewide Approvers and Reviewers
Statewide approvers and reviewers are notified via email when the project moves to
the statewide approval stage. They review the project, and all of the statewide
approvers have to formally “approve” the project in order for it to move to the State
Chief Information Officer (SCIO) approval stage (see Sign Off Process for details).
Approvers have the opportunity to add comments when they approve/reject it or
assign items to the project in the “Issues and Risks” tab of the project. If the
approvers add an issue or risk, they will use a “Source” of the specific approver’s
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group (i.e., EPMO, OSBM, OSC, etc). After all of the approvers have responded to
the submission, if any of the approvers “reject” the project, it moves back to the preagency approval stage and the project manager/contributor(s) receives notification
of the rejection. The project manager/contributor(s) has to modify the project in
order to resubmit it for agency and then statewide approval. Approvals should
generally be completed within seven (7) calendar days of receiving the email
notification that the project is ready for review.
If approved at the statewide level by all approvers, projects over $500K
automatically move to the State CIO approval stage and projects under $500K
automatically move to the “Registered” phase.

3.2.3.4 SCIO Approval
For projects over $500K, the State CIO approvers are notified via email when the
project moves to the State CIO approval stage. They review the project and have to
formally “approve” the project in order for it to move to the next workflow phase (see
Sign Off Process for details). The State CIO approvers also have the opportunity to
add comments when they approve/reject it or assign items to the project in the
“Issues and Risks” tab of the project (with a “Source” of “SCIO”). If the project is
“approved”, the budget costs for that next phase are considered approved (when
approving for “Implementation”, the budget costs for “Closeout” are also approved).
If the State CIO approvers “reject” the project, it moves back to the pre-agency
approval stage and the project manager/contributor receives notification of the
rejection. The project manager/contributor has to modify the project in order to
resubmit it for agency, statewide and SCIO approval.
If approved at the State CIO level, the project automatically moves to the next
workflow stage.

4 Project Change Requests/Re-Baselining Approval
4.1.1 Overview
The following process should be followed when a large project (over $500K) has
material changes to the budget, scope and/or schedule. During the Planning &
Design phase, this only includes greater than 5% changes to the budget or
significant changes to scope and/or schedule of the Planning & Design phase itself.
Changes to later phases identified during Planning and Design do not require a
Change Request as the later phases have not been baselined.
For small projects (under $500K), a change request is not required if the change
does not push the total cost of the investment over $500K. If the change request
PPM Tool Project Approval Process.doc v1.16
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takes the project over $500K the “Project Range” attribute on the Project Info tab
will need to be updated to reflect the new dollar range of the project. Thus resulting
in the project moving back to the Initiation phase and being required to go through
the normal approval process for a new project as described above (rather than as a
change request). This is required because there are different workflows to follow
based on the various project ranges.

4.1.2 Scope Changes
Scope Changes must be approved at the agency level by the project sponsor,
agency CIO or agency PMO Director before being entered into the tool. Once
approved, the Project Manager should update the following information in the tool
and notify the ITS assigned Project Management Advisor (PMA) of the changes:
Tab
Project Info

Status
Schedule
Document Management







Attributes Updated
 Project Goals
 Project Deliverables
 Items Out of Scope
 Proposed Strategy
 High Level Assumptions and Constraints
 Business Functional Requirements (Scope)
 “Scope” Indicator Comment
 Milestones
 New Documents

Project Info Tab:
o Change the appropriate information in the Project Info tab (such as Project
Goals, Project Deliverables, Items Out of Scope, Proposed Strategy, High
Level Assumptions and Constraints).
Status Tab:
o Update the “Business Functional Requirements (Scope)” section with the
number of changes to the business functional requirements.
o Add a comment in the “Indicator Comment” for the “Scope” indicator
explaining that the project scope was modified and approved at an agency
level so that the Enterprise Project Management Office Quality Assurance
(EPMO QA) group understands the reason for the changes in that area.
Schedule Tab:
o Add or delete any relevant milestones.
Document Management Tab:
o An agency-approved change request document must be attached to the
project work papers in the PPM tool once appropriate approvals have been
obtained. The document may be an e-mail, memorandum, agency change
review board meeting approval or any document that shows agency approval
of the change. While a signed document is not required, the approval
authority must be a project sponsor, agency CIO, or agency PMO Director
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and must be identified in the project’s Change Management Plan. Approval
from a designee is acceptable if the delegation is documented in the project’s
Change Management Plan.

4.1.3 Schedule Changes
Schedule Changes must be approved at the agency level by the project sponsor,
agency CIO or agency PMO Director before being entered into the tool. Once
approved, the Project Manager should update the following information in the tool
and notify the PMA of the changes:
Tab
Project Info
Schedule
Status
Document Management







Attributes Updated
 End Date
 Actual percent complete
 Milestones/Phases Forecast dates
 “Milestone” Indicator Comment
 New Documents

Project Info Tab:
o Edit “End Date” if required.
Schedule Tab:
o Update the “Actual” percent complete for the entire project or a given phase
(may actually decrease if the schedule increased).
o Update the “forecast” dates for the appropriate phases and milestones. (The
“planned” dates should always contain the original approved planned
start/end dates and the “forecast” dates should always contain the latest
approved revised planned dates).
Status Tab:
o Add a comment in the “Indicator Comment” for the “Milestone” indicator
explaining that the project schedule was modified and approved at an agency
level so that the EPMO QA group understands the reason for the changes in
that area.
Document Management Tab:
o An agency-approved change request document must be attached to the
project work papers in the PPM tool once appropriate approvals have been
obtained. The document may be an e-mail, memorandum, agency change
review board meeting approval or any document that shows agency approval
of the change. While a signed document is not required, the approval
authority must be a project sponsor, agency CIO, or agency PMO Director
and must be identified in the project’s Change Management Plan. Approval
from a designee is acceptable if the delegation is documented in the project’s
Change Management Plan.

4.1.4 Budget Changes
PPM Tool Project Approval Process.doc v1.16
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If the cost of a phase will exceed the SCIO approved budget by more than 5%, a
PPM tool “Change Request” is required to approve the budget change. Budget
changes should be approved by the agency CFO/CIO and project sponsor before
being entered into the tool. If the Change Request is for increased funds, the agency
approval document must state the source of the new funds and the fund code. Once
approved at the agency level, the agency-approved change request document must
be attached to the Document Management tab in the PPM tool. The document may
be an e-mail, memorandum, agency change review board meeting approval or any
document that shows agency approval of the change. While a signed document is
not required, the approval authority must be the project sponsor, agency CIO or
agency CFO and must be identified in the project’s Change Management Plan.
Approval from a designee is acceptable if the delegation is documented in the
project’s Change Management Plan. The file name for the agency approval
document as it appears in the Document Management tab must be included in the
Change Request Description field. If the agency approval document is not attached,
the change request will be rejected.
If a Change Request is pending and it has dollars that affect the current month, do
not submit status reports for impacted months until the EPMO Director or OSBM
approves/rejects.
The process for submitting a change request in the PPM tool is as follows:
1)
The Project Manager enters the change request by going to the “Project Info”
tab for his/her project (in edit mode) and clicking on the “Change Request”
button near the top of the window. From there:
1. Click on the “Add Change Request” tab.
2. Enter Change Request name
3. Enter Change Request Description. The description should explain the
rationale for the change request in sufficient detail for the approver to
make a decision. Any impact to the benefits estimate should be included.
Changes to scope and schedule related to this Change Request should be
documented. The file name for the agency approval document as it
appears in the Document Management tab must also be included.
4. For “owner”, select the appropriate name from the dropdown list.
5. For “approver”, the default will be the EPMO Director who will review and
vet the Change Request. If the Change Request needs to be reviewed by
OSBM, the EPMO Director will ensure necessary information is present
for OSBM to understand the Change Request. This may result in a
meeting with the PM to discuss the change.
6. Choose the appropriate cost center for the source of the funds.
7. Click on the “Add” button at the bottom of the screen to create the change
request.
8. A “Cost Breakdown” tab will now appear on the change request screen.
Select the Cost Breakdown tab. Select Level 4 from the dropdown list.
Enter the amount of the budget request in the appropriate fields for the
appropriate months, then click the “Update” button. These amounts
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should ONLY include the difference between the previously approved
budget and the new total amount, NOT the entire amount of the project. (It
is possible for these numbers to be negative.)
NOTE: For Change Requests entered for Planning and Design dollars in
the Planning and Design Phase, the requested dollar amounts (positive or
negative) must be entered into the Cost Breakdown tab of the Change
Request.
NOTE: Change requests budget amounts in the “Cost Breakdown” tab
can only be made for the current month forward, not for previous months.
If a change request is being made to account for differences between the
budget and actuals for previous months, put that amount (positive or
negative) in the current month in the cost breakdown tab (at level 4).
While this may significantly throw off the revised budget amount for the
current month, the total cost revised budget will be correct for each phase
of the project, which is what is used by the EPMO QA group when
assessing the project. When this change request is approved (see steps
2 and 3 below), it will also temporarily throw off the totals for the “cost
forecast” in the Cost Tracking tab (specifically because the cost forecast
for previous months already matches the actuals, and now it is being
offset by automatically adding this budget adjustment, which effectively
double counts this adjustment (positively or negatively)). However, this
will be remedied as soon as actuals are entered in the Cost Tracking tab
for this month, overwriting the value in the cost forecast for this month and
correcting the overstated amount for the Cost Forecast (be sure to enter
(or re-enter) your actuals for the month AFTER the change request is
approved). The Cost Tracking tab will also reflect the original budget,
approved change requests and revised budget.
2)

The EPMO Director will receive an email alerting him/her that a change
request was submitted. It is suggested that the Project Manager send a
follow-up e-mail to the EPMO Director when the change request is
complete and ready for review. He/She logs onto the tool, edits the project,
reviews the change request (including the description and cost breakdown
tab) and then either approves or rejects the change request. Approvals
should generally be completed within seven (7) calendar days of receiving the
email notification that the change request is ready for review.
NOTE: If you save the Change Request before it is ready for review,
send an e-mail to the EPMO Director and your PMA letting them know
that it is not ready for review. Send a second e-mail when the Change
Request is ready for review.

3)

If (and only if) the change is approved, the budget amount shows up in the
“Cost Tracking” tab under the “Change Request” section and is included in
the “Revised Budget” for that tab (and the actual and forecast variances will
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be against the revised budget amounts). The Cost Forecast is increased by
the amount of the Cost Breakdown in the change request for the appropriate
months. The details of the change will continue to be available under the
“change request” button on the Project Info tab. The Budget Cost tab
continues to contain the original budget costs and will NOT contain the
change request costs.
4)

Before the next status report is submitted, the project manager should update
the Status tab to:
a. Adjust the “Total Approved Phase Budget Dollars”, “Total Approved Phase
Hours” and “Total Phase Estimate Hours” for the appropriate phases with
any changes that occur as a result of this change request (the “Estimate to
Complete Phase Dollars” will be automatically calculated as a result of the
Cost Forecast fields update).
b. Include comments in the Cost “indicator comments” field explaining the
changes in budget so that the EPMO QA group understands the reason
for the changes in that area.
Tab
Cost Tracking

Status

Document Management

Attributes Updated
After change request is approved:
 Change Request columns updated
 Revised Budget columns updated
 Cost Forecast columns updated
After change request is approved:
 “Estimate to Complete Phase Dollars” is
updated
 Phase Variance Percentage Dollars is adjusted
Manually Update:
 Total Approved Phase Budget Dollars
 Total Approved Phase Hours
 Total Phase Estimate Hours
 “Cost” Indicator Comment
 Add New Documents

5 Non-Standard Workflows
The standard workflow approval process will take a project from Initiation through
Completion. However, not all projects result in completion, including projects placed on
hold, cancelled or non approved. The process for non approved projects is described in
the PPM Tool Non Approved Process document. Cancelled and On-Hold projects are
handled through the exception processes described below:
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5.1 On Hold Process
If a project is temporarily suspended (for in excess of one month) or project progress
cannot be made due to some temporary event, the project may be manually placed in
an “on hold” state in the PPM Tool. During this time, no work should be done on the
project, no costs can be incurred, and the project will be in a read-only state in the PPM
Tool. Written (email) agreement is required from the agency, PMA and EPMO Director
before a project is moved to this state by the IT Portfolio Management team. At a later
date, this project may be returned to its previous state, again with written agreement
from the agency, PMA and EPMO Director. The e-mail agreements must be attached
to the document management tab in the PPM tool. When the project resumes, the
EPMO QA team will move the project to the current month after entering a zero in the
actual cost column for each month that will be skipped. The project Start Date should
never be changed.
A project may be “on hold” for six months. If the project is not ready to resume work
after six months, the agency, PMA and EPMO Director may agree to extend the “on
hold” period for an additional six months. On hold projects that will not be resumed
should be moved to the “Cancelled” state, but only after following the cancelled process

5.1.1 Valid Primary On Hold Reason Codes
Please note that before a project can be moved to an “on hold” state, a valid primary
reason code must be identified by the project PM and communicated by email to an IT
Portfolio Management team member in order for the update to be made in the PPM tool.

















Lack of Funding
Lack of Resources
Poor Planning
Legislative Change
Architecture Unclear
Business Requirements Unclear
Loss of Business Sponsor Buy-in
Vendor Performance
Procurement Unclear
Cost Change
Schedule Change
Scope Change
OSBM Mandate
Agency Requested
Lack of Approval
Project Performance
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5.2 Cancelled Process
If a project will not be completed, the Agency will request via written (email) agreement
to the PMA and EPMO Director to cancel the project. The project manager must
complete the Closeout process including updating the PPM tool to reflect the most
current information, completing the closeout document and lessons learned. If
approved, the IT Portfolio Management team will manually move this project to the
“Cancelled” state in the PPM Tool. The written agreement must be attached to the
document management tab in the PPM tool.

6 Additional Notes on Approval Process







Projects can be approved (by going into the “Workflow” for that project and
signing off on it) even from View mode.
As projects move through the approval process, issues and/or risks may be
added to the project by the approvers and reviewers. Project
Managers/Contributors will need to address these issues and risks through the
course of the project. For projects that do monthly status reporting (over $500K
in total investment cost), the EPMO QA will track the completion of the issues
and risks. For smaller projects, the project manager/contributor should work with
their EPMO Project Management Advisor (PMA) to track the completion of these
issues and risks. Comments made in the “comment section” of the approval
signoff will not be formally tracked.
Since the approval process may take several weeks to complete (between
agency, statewide and SCIO approvals), it is highly recommended that the
project manager/contributors begin the process approximately one month before
they are scheduled to begin the next phase of the project, so that the project is
not in a situation where one phase is complete and the next phase is not
approved to start.
Status Reports can now be completed and assessed while projects are in an
approval state.
o The specific tabs which are now editable include:
 Risk Assessment Tab
 Schedule Tab
 Status Tab
 Cost Tracking Tab
 Issues and Risk Management tab
 Document Management tab
o The following tabs will continue to be read-only while in an approval state
(however, these tabs are not typically changed in order to complete status
reporting):
 Project Information Tab
 Benefit Estimates Tab
 Budget Cost Tab
 Strategic Impact Tab
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Budget Resource Tab
Resource Tracking Tab
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